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Abstract

Building a large-scaleknowledgebaseof engineeringcommonsenseis in-

dispensablefor the developmentof intelligent CAD systems.At The Uni-

versity of Tokyo, we have starteda project to build a knowledgebaseof

physicalfeaturesin the domainof mechanicaldesign. A physicalfeatureis a

qualitativerepresentationof aphysicalphenomenonandrelatedattributes.

Thephysicalfeaturedatabaseis intendedto be usedfor model building, au-

tomaticmodel generation,consistencymanagement,andqualitativebehav-

ioral reasoning.This paperpresentsthe knowledgerepresentationscheme

for the physical feature database,the current stateof development,and

future researchdirections.
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1 Introduction

Developing intelligent CAD systemsis crucial within a future computerintegrated

manufacturingenvironment.There are alreadya considerablenumberof results,and

most of them put an emphasison the use of Al techniquesto incorporatedomain

knowledge and intelligence that are missing from conventionalCAD. Despite these

efforts, thereseemsto exist no suchtruly intelligent CAD. Oneof the most persuasive

explanationsis that designknowledgeis too huge and complexto be organizedand

dealt with by existingknowledgerepresentationtechniques.

To construct intelligent systems,the approachof large-scaleknowledgebasesis

consideredhelpful. The Cyc Project [10] conductedat MCC and How Things Work

Project [4] at Stanford University are its examples. Theseprojectsaim at building

powerful Al systemsby collecting a largenumberof knowledgechunksfrom common

senseknowledgeto domain specificknowledge,and by providing mechanismsfor reusing

and sharing the collectedknowledge [13]. Intelligent CAD systemsrequire such a large

knowledge base containing design knowledge. At The University of Tokyo, we have

startedaproject to build a large-scaledatabaseof physicalfeatures.A physicalfeature

is a qualitative representation of physical phenomena and related attributes. The

physicalfeaturedatabaseis intendedto be usedfor model building, modelgeneration,

model integration, andmodel-basedreasoningin intelligent CAD.

In therestof this paper,we presentthefundamentalideafor dealingwith designob-

ject modelsandthe knowledgerepresentationschemefor the physicalfeaturedatabase.

It also discussesthe current state of developmentand future directions of research.

Chapter2 illustrates the use of the physical feature databasefor integrateddesign

object modeling in intelligent CAD. Chapter3 presentsthe representationschemefor

the physicalfeaturedatabase.Chapter4 discussesthe currentstateof implementation

andfuture researchdirections, andChapter5 concludesthis paper.

2 Integrated Design Object Representation

2 1 The metamodel mechanism

A design object can be modeled in respect of various aspectssuch as geometry,

kinematics,dynamics,materials,andassembly.Within one aspectthereare abstrac-

tion levels of representationvarying from purely qualitative to completelyquantitative

dependingon the purposeof modeling. And representationsof aspectmodelsbase



central model

aspectmodels
(qualitative)

aspectmodel
(quantitative)

on various ontologies. The designerchoosesa suitable representationin accordance

with a needthat arisein adesignprocess.In a conventionalmechanicalCAD system,

however,modelsfor analysisare centralizedin ageometricmodel in an ad hoc manner.

They are generatedfrom a geometricmodel by putting additional information about

conditionsfor analyses.It preventsasystemfrom representingpropertiesthat do not

matchthe datastructureof a geometricmodel.

Intelligent CAD is expected to integrate design object models varying over as-

pects, abstractionlevels, and ontologies. We proposedthe metamodelmechanismas a

framework of designobject representationin intelligent CAD [9]. The key ideaof the

metamodelmechanismis the useof aqualitative centralmodel called ametamodelto

representrelationshipsamongaspectmodels. Data in aspectmodelsare symbolically

representedtheir meaningsby uniformly definedconcepts,anda metamodelrepresents

dependenciesamongthe concepts~. Figure 1 depictsa metamodelandaspectmodels

in the metamodelmechanism.If an aspectmodel is modified, the changeis reported

to the metamodelmechanism,which is then usedto qualitatively reasonout the new

behaviorof the designobject andupdaterelatedaspectmodels. If avalueof aquanti-

tative aspectmodelis changed,the changeis propagatedto the relevantaspectmodels

‘Metarnodel is used twofold: the metarnodelmechanismdenotesthe framework of design object

modeling. whereasa metarnodelis aqualitative model of dependencyamongaspectmodels.

Figure 1: Integrationof aspectmodelsby ametamodel
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through the dependencynetworkof the metamodel.

A metamodelcanbe regardedasa mentalmodel [7] of the designobject. Although

the designerevaluatesthe designobject concerningone of the aspectsat a time, he

must alwaystake their dependencyinto consideration.This can be achievedby using

knowledgeaboutdependencyamongattributesandphysicalphenomenaobjects,which

arenot necessarilymathematicallystrict equationsbut naiveknowledge.A metamodel

qualitatively modelsconceptualrelationshipsamongpropertiesrepresentedby aspect

models. In this sense,it representsa designer’smentalmodel of the designobject.

2.2 Physicalfeatures

In order to achievemodel integrationby the metamodelmechanism,intelligent CAD

musthaveaknowledgebasewith which behaviorsof the designobject is reasonedout.

In qualitativephysics,variousreasoningtechniquesthat canbeusedfor themetamodel

mechanismhave been developed. On the other hand, it is not well understoodhow to

build a knowledgebasecontaining a large amount of conceptsabout physical phenom-

ena that appear in engineering design. Thus, the aim of the research is to explore a

methodology for building a large-scaleknowledge basefor design. We call a piece of

knowledgeof the databasea physicalfeature [15]. A physical feature is a representation

of a physicalphenomenonand relatedattributes. For instance, a wedgephysical feature

representsmagnification of a force with a wedge-shapedobject. Figure 2 illustrates

examplesof physical features.

The physicalfeaturedatabaseplaystwo rolesin intelligent CAD. Firstly, it provides

the designerwith a library of physicalphenomenato build a qualitative behavioral

model in conceptualdesign. The designermodelsthe desiredbehaviorof the design

object using physical features as building blocks. We call the qualitative model a

primary model. Secondly,it providesthe metamodelmechanismwith knowledgefor

handlingaspectmodels. From aprimary model built by the designer,the metamodel

mechanismgeneratesa metamodel.In generatingametamodel,prerequisitesfor each

physicalfeaturearecheckedagainsttheprimarymodelto deriveall instancesof physical

featuresthat may arisein the designobject. Thusametamodelincludesall potentially

possiblephysicalphenomena.The metamodelis usedto generatequalitative aspect

modelsby selectingphysical phenomenarelevant to the aspectsof modeling. In an

aspectmodel, statetransitionsare derivedby envisioningtechniques.
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Figure 2: Physicalfeatures

3 The Physical Feature Database

3.1 The framework

As the basis of modelingthe physicalworld, we employ the framework of Qualitative

ProcessTheory (QPT) [3]. In QPT, therearethreecategories,i.e., individuals, views,

andprocesses.Insteadof individuals of QPT, we useobjects that have structures,

attributes,and internalstates.We useviews in the samesensein QPT. A view is an

abstractionof an object or acollection of objects from a specificviewpoint. It defines

quantitiesfor describingqualitative statesof the objects. Through a set of views, the

designobject is modeledas an aspectmodel. In QPT, a preconditionof a view is a

condition determinedby the externalscopeof the aspectthe view belongsto, andthe

meaningof the preconditionis not definedwithin the aspect. Insteadof preconditions,

we use relations to representrelationshipsamongobjects,so the meaningsof them

are hierarchically defined in the physical feature database. A physical feature is

representedby an extendedschemefor processes.Processesof QPT influenceonly on

quantities,whereasphysical featurescan influenceon internalstatesandexistencesof

objects.

The physicalfeaturedatabaseis implementedin Smalltalk. As the physicalfeature

magnetic force pulley heat exchange

gear pair
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databaseincorporatesnew kinds of knowledge,its ontology for knowledgerepresenta-

tion needsto be extended.For instance,if we adoptan ontology such that an existing

object never disappears (which is an appropriateassumptionin dynamics),we may

confront a difficulty in representingphenomenalike evaporation. It meanswe must

adoptanextendibledatabasescheme.Sincetheadvantageof incrementalprogramming

of object-orientedlanguagesservesfor this purpose,we useSmalltalk to implementthe

physical feature database.

3.2 Objects

Objectsare organizedin an abstract-concretehierarchy. The hierarchyhas multiple

abstract-concrete relationships, so that objects can be categorizedin more than one

ways. Objecthastwo types, i.e., entity andstuff. An entity hasmassand a boundary,

such as a gear, a spring, a bolt, a bearing, and a shaft. Stuff is material of which

an entity is made, such as water, oil, metal, and plastics. An entity has parts and

structure as attributes. Parts are elementsof which the entity consists,and structure

representshow the partsare combined. Entities can haveinternal states,such as on

or off for a switch.

In addition to inheritance,delegation [11] givesan object properties of other objects.

In designingwith physical features, delegation is used to combineexisting objectsinto

a new objects. The new object is treated as subclassesof the delegating objects. For

instance,onecan makeabox to be delegatedby anelectric-conductor,sothat the box

can becomean electric path. The properties of adelegatedobject is aunion of those

of theoriginal objects,andan abstractproperty is eliminatedby a concrete property.

Thus, by making componentsdelegatetheir subclasses,the designercan refine the

structural model of the designobject.

3.3 Views

A view represents how an object can be modeled at an abstractlevel. A view creates

quantitiesrelevant to the viewpoint of abstraction. For instance, an electric coil is

modeledwith a conductorview, which createsa conductivity for the conductor. A

view hasconditions for quantitiesto be satisfiedwhen it is used. For instance,water

can be modeled by a solid view when its temperature is below freezing point. When

its temperatureis abovefreezing point, it is modeledby a liquid view or a gasview.

The generalschemeof views hasthe slots below;



• nameof the view,

• abstract views,

• prerequisites for objects and other views,

• prerequisites for relations among objects,

• prerequisites for quantities,

• quantitiescreatedby the view, and

• functional relationsbetweenquantities.

Context-dependentBehaviors(CDBs) proposedby Nayak andJoskowicz[12] also

providerepresentationsof deviceson specific aspects.CDBsare automaticallyselected

to generatean appropriatemodel for explainingthe given question. In themetamodel

mechanism,on theotherhand,anaspectis definedby acollectionof viewsandphysical

features,andan aspectmodelis generatedby selectingthe viewsandphysicalfeatures

relevantto the aspect.

3.4 Physical features

A physicalfeatureis describedby the slots below;

• nameof the physical feature,

• abstractphysicalfeatures,

• prerequisitesfor views andother physicalfeatures,

• prerequisitesfor relationsamongobjects,

• prerequisitesfor relationsamongphysical features,

• prerequisitesfor quantities,

• quantitiescreatedby the physicalfeature,

• functional relationsbetweenquantities,and

• influenceson quantities.

A prerequisiteconditionfor relationsamongphysicalfeaturesis usedto avoidcorre-

lating irrelevant physicalfeatures.For instance,as illustrated in Figure 3, the physical

featureamplification must not be instantiatedby assumingan interactionbetweenthe

emitter current of the left transistorand the basecurrent of the right. This can be

avoidedby usinga prerequisitecondition for the emitter current andthe basecurrent

of a physical featureto be of the sametransistor.

Additional slots can beused to extend the generalschemefor physical featuresso

that influenceson statesof objectscan be described.They include;
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Figure 3: An amplification physical feature

• influenceson objects to changetheir states,

• influencesto generatenew objects,and

• influences to make objects disappear.

3.5 Relations

A relation representsrelationships among objects such as on, above, below, support,

and connection. A relation has assertions which are added to the world when it is

instantiated. For instance, a connection betweenentities A and B asserts

connection(A,B), connection(B,A).

Relationsare hierarchically defined, andan abstractrelation is implied by a specific

relation. For example, if electric-connectionis a subclassof connection,an electric-

connectionbetweenA andB also implies a connectionbetweenthem.

Figure 4 summarizes the conceptual hierarchy in the physical feature database.

4 Building the Physical FeatureDatabase

4.1 Preliminary research

Wehavestartedaproject to build a large-scalephysicalfeaturedatabaseof engineering

knowledge. Hayesroughly estimatedthe numberof tokensof humanknowledgeabout

the physical world as approximately i0~to iO~[5]. The Cyc project sets its goal at

collecting entries of the order of 106 [10]. We believe at least about ten thousand

base
current
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Figure 4: Hierarchy in the physical feature database

objects, views, relations, and physical features are necessary to evaluate the usefulness

of the database.

In the preliminary research, we chose the domains of kinematics, robotics, and

classical physics as the knowledge sources, (i) because knowledge in these domains was

essential for mechanical engineering, (ii) because domain theories were well established,

and therefore (iii) because we could obtain systematic description of domain knowledge

from textbooks (e.g. [6, 14]). Examples of physical features in kinematics include guide,

slide, fix, and release. Physical features in robotics are, for instance, open, close, put,

and hold. Physical features in classical physics represent more fundamental physical

laws such as Newston’s laws, Kirchhoff’s law, and Faraday’s law.

From these domains, we collected about two thousand objects and some hundred

physical features. The objects were mostly kinematic components, since in kinematics

a large number of mechanisms were compiled as design handbooks and therefore it was

relatively easy to codify knowledge about objects. On the other hand, collecting phys~

ical features required more effort than doing objects. Unlike mechanical components,

physical phenomena used for mechanical design were not specialized and separated

from that commonly seen in everyday situations. The difficulty led us to addition~

ally collect naive knowledge about common physical phenomena. Textbooks of physics

and engineering were not helpful to do it, since they described theories on the basis

of shared common sense. We surveyed school textbooks of sciences to list common

physical phenomena and collected about two hundred physical features from them,

As we collected various physical features, it became necessary to extend the rep~
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resentation scheme for physical features. For instance, in order to model a chemical

reaction, we had to add a new type of influence to describe generation and destruction

of objects. It also became necessary to use additional attributes of objects to describe

prerequisites for physical features. To do so, we took the advantage of incremental

class definitions of Smalitalk to allow the database to be added new subclasses under

the general class of physical phenomena. It avoided changing representation scheme

for collected physical features and therefore made it easier to maintain compatibility

among physical features in different versions of the database.

4~2 Use of the Physical Feature Database

In order to evaluate the physical feature database, we implemented a prototype

system of the metamodel mechanism. As illustrated in Figure 5, the system allows the

designer to build a primary model using the physical feature database. It then gen-

erates a metamodel and aspect models by referring to the physical feature database.

Figure 6 depicts a primary model of an electromagnetic motor. The primary model

is composed of electric-currents, voltages, magnetic-fields, attractions, repulsions, ro-

tations, and other physical features. The metamodel of the electromagnetic motor is

shown in Figure 7 as a dependency network. From the metamodel, the system gen-

erates qualitative aspect models of dynamics, heat, electricity, and layout. Figure 8

depicts a dynamic aspect model showing state transitions of the electromagnetic motor.

model generation

Figure 5: Design with physical features
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Figure 6: Primary model of a motor

4~3 Limitation of a single ontology

In collecting physical features, it became clear that the ontology of QPT was too weak

to cover various physical phenomena. The process-like scheme for physical features was

suitable for representing physical phenomena that could be characterized by quanti-

ties. But there was no appropriate quantity for representing physical phenomena like

support, fit, and slide. Furthermore, physical phenomena such as slide was character-

ized by a precondition for the moving object contacting to the guiding surface. The

meaning of contact, however, could not be defined in the physical feature database

since there was no characteristic quantity for contact. Nevertheless, we used such vo-

cabulary for describing preconditions, and it resulted in a problem of incompatibility

among physical features collected from different domains. This problem derived from

the limitation of relying on a single ontology of QPT.

It is not a problem of QPT but comes from the limitation of employing single

ontology. In order to represent the physical world, we need to choose a suitable ontology

in accordance with the purpose of modeling. Therefore, for representing knowledge

about space, time, and causality in the physical feature database, we need to employ

multiple ontologies including that of QPT.

I I —‘— I — I
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Figure 7: Metamodel of a motor

4A Extension to multiple ontologies

In the current implementation of the primary model, it represents only a qualitative

state of the design object. But the designer has an image of the desired behavior in

the mind. It must be expressed in the primary model to be compared with the result

of envisioning. Furthermore, most machines operate under influences by programmed

controls or environmental factors. For instance, a linear motor in Figure 9 is driven

by changing the path and direction of the electric current through coils. The primary

model of the linear motor must be able to represent the four states as the desired

behavior. And in order to reason out the behavior of the linear motor from its structure,

the sequence of control must be given. If a long term behavior is focused on, the four

steps of moving must be aggregated to a continuous linear motion.

In order to represent temporal state changes and influences from outside of the

mechanisms, we are trying to integrate temporal logic [1] into the metamodel system.

It is used to compare the desired behavior against the result of analyses and to correlate

behaviors in different time-scales.

The current implementation of the metamodel is restricted to represent causal de-

pendency. It lacks information of shape and layout. Such information can be repre-

sented using geometric modelers. In order to integrate geometric models into symbolic

representation of the metamodel, the concepts used for geometric modeling must be

available in the metamodel mechanism. We are trying to connect the metamodel
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Figure 8: Dynamic aspect model of a motor

Figure 9: Linear motor

mechanism with a three dimensional solid modeler. To do so, it is important to make

correspondences between preconditions for physical features and geometric models.

For instance, there are three qualitatively different layouts, viz., right, front, and

left, for a pair of teeth of the stator and slider. We study classification of spatial

configuration [2, 8]. To identify critical configurations, we must choose an aspect and

physical features related to it, detect preconditions for them, and map the preconditions

to spatial representations.

The physical features are suitable for representing causality among physical phe-

nomena. But they are not for describing relationships among vocabulary such as

synonyms and antonyms. In collecting physical features, such relationship are hard to

be defined by physical features and has been left. In order to cope with differences

among ontologies, the metamodel mechanism needs to transfer vocabulary into suit-

able representation by referring to their definitions. The mechanism is considered to be

based on a general knowledge representation like first-order predicate logic. Figure 10

illustrates combination of multiple ontology in the metamodel mechanism.

state 1 state2 state3 state4
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Figure 10: Multiple ontology for the metamodel mechanism

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a project to build the physical feature database. A physical

feature is a qualitative description of a physical phenomenon and related attributes. In

the modeling environment of the metamodel mechanism, the physical feature database

is used for building primary models and reasoning behaviors for dealing with aspect

models. We use the framework of QPT as the fundamental scheme of the physical

feature database. In collecting physical features, it turned out that a single ontology

does not suffice to represent various knowledge about physical phenomena.

Although the necessity of large-scale knowledge bases became widely recognized,

there is little methodology. One of the lessons we learned from the project so far is

that if the domain knowledge is well systematized, it is only a matter of collection and

codification, If not, however, it is extremely difficult even to collect knowledge. In other

words, building a knowledge base is enabled by systematization of knowledge. Choosing

a right domain as the knowledge source is important in this sense. In addition, it is

necessary to articulate and codify common sense knowledge behind domain theories.

behavioral aspectmodels
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